According to Stewartson (1969Stewartson ( , 1974 and to Messiter (1970), the flow near the trailing edge of a flat plate has a limit structure for Reynolds number R e -> o 0 consisting of three layers over a distance 0{Re~ §) from the trailing edge: the inner layer of thickness 0{Re~ §) in which the usual boundary layer equations apply; an intermediate layer of thickness 0(Re~$) in which simplified inviscid equations hold, and the outer layer of thickness 0{Re~ §) in which the full inviscid equations hold. These asymptotic equations have been solved numerically by means of a Cauchy-integral algorithm for the outer layer and a modified Crank-Nicholson boundary layer program for the displacement-thickness interaction between the layers. Results of the computation compare well with experimental data of Janour and with numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations by Dennis & Chang (1969) and Dennis & Dunwoody (1966).
I n t r o d u c t i o n
The nature of the flow near the trailing edge of an airfoil has long been a subject of both theoretical and practical interest. The problem exhibits a singularity in triguing to the theoretician, and the question of finite Reynolds number effects on aerodynamic forces is of significant practical importance. The problem was first treated within the framework of boundary layer theory by Goldstein (1930) , who showed th a t continuation of the flat-plate solution beyond the trailing edge re quired introduction of a thin sublayer along the wake centreline, with thickness of order xi, where x is distance from the trailing edge. A t the point of origin of th sublayer [x -0), the transverse velocity v is singular, much as it is a t the lead edge of the flat plate. In a higher order theory, this large magnitude of v would produce a similarly large pressure gradient in the external potential flow, which in tu rn would produce a significant change in the skin friction near the trailing edge. A number of attem pts have been made to construct such a higher order theory for this region, as discussed by Van Dyke (1964) . However, none of these older theories properly account for the Goldstein singularity.
Many authors have recognized th a t classical boundary layer theory fails near the trailing edge, owing to the Goldstein singularity, and th a t the flow field in th a t region cannot be constructed as a simple perturbation series based on the Blasius (1908) solution as leading term. In particular, Hakkinen & O'Neil (1967) have shown th a t the full Navier-Stokes equations are required in a region of order (Re is the Reynolds number based on the freestream velocity TJX and the plate length L.) However, more recently Messiter (1970) and Stewartson (1969) have derived independently a rational expansion procedure for a larger region of order in streamwise extent in which the flow has a 'triple-deck' structure, with successive layer thicknesses of order Re~ §, Re~%, and in the transverse direction. The function of the triple deck is to smooth out the discontinuity in transverse velocity v, as well as displacement thickness. However, the resulting pressure gradient has a discontinuity a t x -0, which must be resolved by a finer substructure, ul of the Re~i scale of Hakkinen & O'Neil.
Both Messiter and Stewartson defined the complete analytical structure of the Re~$ region; the relevant differential equations of motion and asymptotic (coordinate) expansions of the solution were derived for each layer. In addition a momentum-integral analysis was carried out by Messiter to obtain overall numerical properties of the solution. However, the question of existence of a solution of their equations was left open. The purpose of this paper is to present a numerical solution of the trailing edge problem of Messiter and Stewartson, and to complete their analysis by evaluating the undetermined constants in their formulas.
Before turning to the details of our solution of the fundamental problem of the trailing edge, it is worth discussing several related studies of trailing edge flow. Dennis & Chang (1969) and Dennis & Dunwoody (1966) have obtained numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations in elliptic coordinates for the finite flat plate. By fitting skin friction results a t Re = 40, 100 and 200 they find a trailing edge region of influence th a t scales with Re~ §, in agreement with Stewartson (1969) and Messiter (1970) . Schneider & Denny (1971) have considered the trailing edge problem for a Reynolds number of 105. In their solution, a separate numerical method was used in each of three regions. The pressure-displacement thickness interaction in an outer, potential region was obtained by using a source distribution of appropriate strength such th a t the flow normal to the displacement surface is zero. An implicit Crank-Nicholson type difference analogue was used to solve the boundary layer equations in a transformed coordinate system which magnified the trailing edge region. The second order boundary layer solution was obtained by manually con structing successive iterates and using the boundary layer equations to obtain the displacement thickness which was input to the potential flow program to obtain improved values of the pressure. The boundary layer solution provided the boundary conditions for the third, innermost region in which the full N avierStokes equations were solved by an integral averaging method. Their flow model incorporates the essential features of the triple deck and will provide a useful comparison with the results of our study.
A number of other studies of trailing edge flow have been published. As these do not have a direct bearing on our work, we shall not discuss them here. The interested reader may refer to the article by Stewartson (1974) for a discussion of these studies, as well as the complete formulation of triple-deck theory for a variety of problems in fluid mechanics.
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upper deck Figure 1 . The triple-deck flow structure.
T h e t r i p l e -d e c k s t r u c t u r e
Before discussing the numerical method and resulting solution, it is appropriate first to summarize the mathematical problem. Figure 1 is a schematic of the triple deck region which intervenes between the region of validity of the Blasius (1908) solution and th a t of the Goldstein (1930) wake solution. The function of the triple deck is to remove the discontinuity in the transverse velocity (or slope of the dis placement thickness) a t the trailing edge. The main deck corresponds to Goldstein's outer wake which to first order is the inviscid continuation of the Blasius boundary layer solution. The lower deck corresponds to Goldstein's inner viscous wake which is produced by the altered boundary condition a t the trailing edge. The classical boundary layer equations apply in the lower deck; hence, upstream influence of the wake cannot appear directly due to their parabolic nature. The additional upper deck is required because of the displacement effect of the wake, which had not been accounted for properly in earlier theories. Upstream influence occurs in the upper deck since the flow there is of elliptic type. Thus, the downstream wake affects the boundary layer on the plate via viscous interaction with the potentialflow upper deck.
The notation used here is th a t of Stewartson (1969) with the exception th a t the plate length L here replaces its lower-case script version. The parameter e denotes Be~i. As indicated in figure 1, the stream wise extent of the triple deck is of order e3, wherein the lower, main and upper decks have thicknesses of order e5, e4 and e3, respec tively. Since the equations of motion for the main and upper decks permit simple analytical solutions, we shall concentrate here on the problem of the lower deck.
Denote physical quantities by an asterisk and freestream values by the sub script oo; then with origin a t the trailing edge, the coordinate parallel to the plate is x*, th a t transverse to the plate is y*, velocity component parallel to the plate is u*, th a t transverse to the plate is v*, and the pressure is p*. For convenience define A to have the value 0.33206, the constant associated with the wall shear in the Blasius solution. Non-dimensional variables for the lower deck are introduced as follows:
In terms of these variables, the equations of motion for the fluid in the lower deck take the form of the classical boundary layer:
where P is independent of Z.
The boundary conditions required to complete the problem statem ent are specified as follows. On the plate the traditional conditions apply:
similarly on the wake centreline
The upstream boundary condition results from matching to the Blasius solution.
Rewriting the Blasius solution in the present variables and taking the limit as e-> 0 with Z fixed yields the first order matching conditions
For Z-> oo the lower-deck solution must match conditions a t the base of the main deck. To state it simply, we require
where A(X) can be interpreted as the velocity slip a t the base of the main deck corresponding to the inviscid perturbation of the upstream Blasius solution by the induced pressure gradient. Clearly A (X )->0 as -oo. Another useful inter pretation of A {X)can be seen by noting th a t to second order the stream wise veloc in the main deck can be w ritten in the form XJQ {y + eA), where U0 (y) is the Blasius solution and y the main-deck coordinate. Thus, can be regarded as a displacement thickness. By continuity, the transverse velocity a t the top of the main deck is -e 2A'(X), which must match the potential flow a t the base of the upper deck. As in Van Dyke (1964) , the pressure and transverse velocity in the potential flow are related by the H ilbert integral pair: Xi. The pressure th th a t P (Z ) and A(X) are complex conjugates in the upper deck, analytic in the upper half plane, and P -> 0 a t infinity. Finally, the velocity is obtained by per turbing the relevant limit flow, i.e. the Blasius solution upstream and Goldstein wake downstream.
For X-> -00, the results are
where
Fx satisfies a third order ordinary differential equation, whose solution can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions. A tabulation of is given by Jobe (1973) . In particular the shear on the plate is given by
For Z -> 00, the results are
For \ X \s mall, the solution is much like th a t in Goldstein's wake except th a t now a pressure gradient is required to bound A' (X). The details (1969) and by Jobe (1973) . For
In |X |), and for
Note th a t (2.17) was given earlier by Hakkinen & R o tt (1965).
In the above expansions, the constants blt Al5 P0, and Px are all undetermined within the framework of asymptotic theory. The values of Ax, P0, and P1 have been determined by fitting the above expansions to the present numerical solution. For convenience, their values are listed here:
Since bx occurs in higher order terms, its value could not be determined to the same degree of accuracy. Its value is estimated as bx = -0.27 ± 0.03. Using the present flow field solution, we have obtained a value of 1.021 for the integral in (2.19). Substituting the Blasius value for A, the coefficient of the Pe~i term becomes 2.694. 3
The num erical procedure
A flow chart of the computer program is shown in figure 2 . In brief, the main pro gram contains three nested loops: an inner loop in which the velocity profile and pressure are calculated for a given displacement function A(X), a middle loop in which the computation is advanced through the complete range of X, and an outer loop in which A(X) is recomputed according to the H ilbert integral (2.76) until convergence is obtained to the desired degree of accuracy.
All computations have been performed by the finite difference method in (X, Z) coordinates with mesh increments AX = 0.05 or 0.025 and A = 0.1 or 0.05. The outer edge of the lower deck Ze was placed a t = 9, and the streamwise extent of the mesh was taken as -6 < X ^ 6 or -12 ^ X ^ 12. Because of the finite upstream boundary, condition (2.5) was replaced by (2.10), wherein F'fy) was evaluated by numerical integration of its governing differential equation. The solution is tabulated by Jobe (1973) . The remaining boundary conditions are con ventional, apart from the condition (2.6) which was expressed as 6 ?7/0Z -» l as 00.
(3.1)
In practice this condition was applied a t Ze 9, based on the criterion th a t A(X) vary less than the loop-error tolerance over the range 8.5 ^ ^ 9.
Solution of the asymptotic equations of trailing edge flow was developed by modifying Messiter's (1970) assumed function. The constants, c± = 0.3265, c2 = 1.011, c3 = -0.4511,c4= 1.5, c5 = 0.6054, c6 = 1.7921,c7 = 0.2974, c8 = 1.1 and c9 = 0.1308 were determined by comparing the pressure computed from the Hilbert transformation with the pressure required by the boundary layer subroutine, which produces the same A(X), and the asymptotic forms to which A(X) must match, equations (2.8) and (2.12). Since these computations provide the input data required to initiate the main program, many opportunities were available to improve the constants during the development of the convergent numerical procedure. Messiter (1970) obtained his values for the constants by comparing the A(X) values resulting from his analytic solution for the H ilbert transformation and an integral method for the sublayer equation. However, he did not obtain agreement between his assumed and computed forms of
The main program
As shown in figure 2, the computer program consists of three nested iteration loops which employ two subroutines indicated by the large boldface blocks in the figure. The bulk of the computations are carried out in the subroutines, and these are discussed in separate subsections below. We here outline the iteration procedures employed in the main program.
The problem addressed by the inner loop of the main program is to solve the boundary layer equations of the lower deck for th a t pressure gradient P'(X) which will produce the requested edge velocity, Ue, and thereby A{X) = with Ze fixed. The method of solution is to compute the velocity profile by means of the iterative boundary layer subroutine with the input P'{X), determine the difference between the computed A(X) and the requested A(X), and then use this difference to correct P'{X) until the desired A{X) is achieved to within 10-5, the inner loop error tolerance. Symbolically
where dA /dP ' = dUejdP' for fixed Z e. The problem therefore is reduced to the determination of d£7e/dP '.
Originally the boundary layer equation (2.2) was differentiated with respect to P'(X) to obtain a partial differential equation for dU/dP'. This equation was then numerically integrated across the boundary layer in order to obtain d?7e/d P '. This subroutine and the similar boundary layer subroutine both had to be em ployed during each cycle through the inner loop. After several runs and considerable d ata analysis it was determined th a t the optim um d£7e/d P ' is nearly 0.2 for all A , with slower convergence of the inner loop if other values of dUejdP ' are used. This discovery perm itted the removal from the inner loop of the entire time con suming subroutine and its attendant bookkeeping and reduced the run time to a manageable figure. A fter several iterations, depending upon the streamwise station, the program exits from the inner loop with the ) required to produce the requested A(A) to within 0.00001, and proceeds stepwise downstream via the middle loop. A t the completion of the middle loop, the P'(X) required to produce the requested A (A) has been determined for all X.
To determine P(X) the pressure a t the initial station m ust be found. The first order term is known; from equation (2.9), however, the second and fourth terms contain the unknown constants bx and dv The slope of A (A) may be changed by shifting the entire pressure curve by a constant value since the H ilbert integral of a constant is another constant for the finite limits necessitated by computer storage. Upstream A (A) is known to 0 ( A -2) from equation (2.8) and therefore A'(A) is known through 0 (A~2). Thus, the pressure curve can be computed using an initial pressure shifted such th a t A'(A) is correct through 0(X2) a t the initial point. Alternatively, a value of could be obtained from the values of A (A) or U (A , 0) from the previous iteration, by means of equa or equation (2.14), and then used to determine the initial pressure. Both methods were tried; the former was selected since the overall convergence was considerably improved w ithout significantly affecting the final results. Enforcing the correct asymptotic behaviour of A ' (A ) effectively damps the oscillat during the iteration cycles. A study of the effects of the pressure shift is discussed by Jobe (1973) . Thus the pressure th a t satisfies the boundary layer equations is generated in the middle loop.
The outer loop now computes the A ' (A ) correspon the H ilbert transformation subroutine; since the initial value of A (A) is known to 0(X~2) from equation (2.8), a new A (A) can be obtained by the trapezoidal rule. Comparing the new A (A) with the A (A) from the previous iteration determines if the program has converged. I f not, A (A) is replaced according to the formula
and the outer loop reinitiates the streamwise traverse of the lower deck until the differences between succeeding A (A) iterates is less than 10~4. I t has been found by trial and error th a t 0.8 will produce a convergent iteration scheme. The outer loop will also converge with K = 0.9 or A = 0.7, but K = 0.8 is the best of these three values. The outer loop will not converge if 0.5 .
The Hilbert transformation
The range of the Hilbert integral extends from negative infinity to positive infinity. The integrand is singular a t the point under consideration. The functions A'(A) and P(A) are slowly approaching zero a t both ends of the range and P(A) must contain a zero within the range. Additionally, it is highly desirable th a t the method use data a t the same streamwise locations as the input d ata and the boundary layer subroutine and return the pressure or displacement thickness results a t the same streamwise locations. This feature eliminates the requirement for time-consuming data fitting and interpolation to adjust the output from the subroutines to be compatible with the main program.
The problem of a finite range of X in the numerical computations is resolved by use of the asymptotic expansions for large |X |, (2.8) and (2.12) for A(X) and (2.9) and (2.13) for P{X). By using the two leading terms of these expansions, the Hilbert integrals have been integrated in closed form with the substitution ts = ± X J X and the method of partial fractions. The limits extend from minus infinity to the point where the numerical integration begins or from the point where the numerical integration terminates to positive infinity, whichever are applicable. This effectively splits the range into three parts, reducing the doubly-infinite range H ilbert transformation to a finite range Cauchy integral ( X a< X x < X e) plus closed form expressions which account for the infinite portions of the range where the respective expansions are applicable. The origin 0 m ust also be treated separately to insure th a t the expressions do not contain functions or func tion arguments th a t tend to an undefined lim it.'The finite range Cauchy integral is evaluated by the method of subtracting the singularity and by means of the trapezoidal rule to integrate the residual continuous integrand.
A t the endpoints of the finite numerical range the above numerical procedures do not apply. The method of computing the integral a t the endpoints consists of allowing the limits of the integrals of the asymptotic expansions to overrun the singularity a t the endpoint by AX and performing the remaining nonsingular numerical portion using the trapezoidal rule. Thus, the endpoint singularity is contained within the range of the integral of the asymptotic contribution.
The accuracy of the H ilbert integral subroutine has been checked by use of the skew-reciprocal property, by comparison with an alternative method, and by calculating solutions for the well-known airfoil integrals for which analytical solutions are known. The interested reader can refer to Jobe (1973) for details. Defining the pressure error relative to P(0) as the error produced by successive application of (2.76) and (2.7a),we can summarize the results a short range calculations -6 ^ X ^ 6, the pressure error was less than 1.3% for -3 ^ X ^ 3, but rose rapidly to 4.5 % a t X = 6. For the long range calculations -12 ^ X ^ 12, the pressure error was less than 0.4 % for -6 < X ^ 6, b u t rose to about 5 % a t X = 12. However, the skin friction resulting from the two cal culations agreed to about 10~4, indicating th a t the pressure is sufficiently accurate.
The boundary layer subroutine
The upper large boldface block in figure 2 incorporates a subroutine to solve the equations of motion (2.1) and (2.2) of the lower deck. These are solved by a CrankNicholson implicit procedure, thus requiring an iterative solution. The velocity profile a t the previous streamwise station, X -A X , and the pressure gradient are required as input data to compute the velocity profile a t the current X-station. The upstream profile a t X = X a is specified by (2.10) as discussed pr The introduction of the stream function and the application of the CrankNicholson differencing scheme to the boundary layer momentum equation results in a m atrix equation of the form XiSijUj = R i.
The Ctj m atrix is tridiagonal with elements th a t contain the initially unknown This m atrix equation was solved by employing modified Gaussian elimination with back substitution and the continuity equation to update the stream function during each cycle. Convergence was achieved in 10-20 cycles when the successive velocity profiles were within the specified error tolerance, 10~6. A more efficient boundary layer subroutine using Newton iteration could reduce the computing time required substantially, since this iteration is within the inner loop of the main program.
The boundary conditions are enforced by prescribing values for specific elements of the m atrix or vectors. By using centred differences for the Z-derivatives the Ctj m atrix has tridiagonal form, so th a t (3.5) becomes
The boundary condition (3.1) requires th a t = -1 and R j = -H a t the outer edge, where H = A Z .The boundary condition on the wake centreline enforced by requiring th a t = -1 and either = 0 or
R , = -%H*[U1 (AU1 IAX) + P'(X)]. (3.7)
The formulas for the Aj, Bj} and Rj are given by Jobe (1973) . The effects of the higher order form of the boundary condition given by equation (3.7) and the accuracy of the subroutine in general were assessed by the momentumintegral method. Integrating equation (2.2) across the layer yields
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101 UZe and F(Ze) are the values of U and the Z-integral of U evaluated at Z = Ze. Equation (3.8) is satisfied by the velocity profiles resulting from the boundary layer subroutine to better than 1 % over the m ajority of the streamwise extent of the layer. The maximum momentum imbalance may reach 9 % of the value of the first term of equation (3.8) a t the point immediately aft of the trailing edge; how ever, it diminishes to less than 1 % four points downstream. The 9 % error in equation (3.8) amounts to an error in the fourth significant figure of the velocity, consistent with the numerical procedure.
Convergence requirements
To conclude this section on the numerical procedure, we reiterate how the limits on the entire program arise. The overall computations are limited by the central processor time required. Central memory-storage requirements are not a limiting factor. The bulk of the computing time is required by the inner loop which con tains the iterative boundary layer subroutine. An error tolerance of 10-6 was used in the boundary layer subroutine to achieve an accurate solution with a reasonable number of iterations. Typically, about ten iterations per velocity profile are re quired by this subroutine. The error tolerance of the inner loop th a t incorporates the boundary layer subroutine is 10~5, and it requires about five iterations to con verge by means of dAJdP' = 0.2 in (3.3). The inner loop is required to converge a t each streamwise station, and either 240 or 480 stations have been employed in the main loop. The error tolerance of the outer loop is 10~4, and it requires about 20 streamwise traverses to converge when started with the initial A'(X) given by equation (3.2) and K -0.8 in equation (3.4).
The relation between the error tolerances: 10-6 on the boundary layer subroutine, 10-5 on the inner loop and 10~4 on the outer loop, must be approximately satisfied for convergence of the outer loop to the specified tolerance. I f the inner loop error tolerance is relaxed, the error in the computations will approach a small value which is greater than the outer loop error tolerance.
R esults
The computations have been performed by means of a CDC 6600 digital com puter. The numerical endpoints were chosen a t X = + 6 or +12 and the outer edge of the lower deck located a t Ze = 9. The step AX = 0.05 or 0.025) were used in the various combinations perm itted by the com putational time required. The ensuing tabular results have been obtained by per forming /^-extrapolation (Beckenbach 1961) on the calculated data.
The skin friction which increases smoothly from the Blasius value upstream to the value Ax a t the trailing edge of the triple-deck region is shown in figure 3 . The plotted values of dUfiZ \z = 0 are the ratio of the actual skin friction to the skin friction.
The numerical skin friction joins smoothly to the asymptotic behaviour predicted by equation (2.11) when the velocity profile (2.10) is employed to initiate the lowerdeck computations a t X = -6. A confirmation th a t the computatio initiated an adequate distance upstream from the trailing edge is provided by the skin friction results from the computations initiated a t = -12. The results from the longer interval are in agreement to four decimal places with those from the shorter interval.
The ratio of the actual skin friction a t the trailing edge to the Blasius value is designated Ax. Performing /^-extrapolation on the calculated d ata yields the result A1 = 1.343. For comparison, figure 10 of Schneider & Denny (1971) shows two constant values for the skin friction in the immediate trailing-edge region, one labelled second order boundary layer, the other isobaric plate. The ratio oi their second order boundary layer skin friction to the isobaric plate skin friction is approximately 2.75/2.10= 1.31 for their single Reynolds number of 105. A t the lower Reynolds numbers of 40, 100 and 200, S. C. R. Dennis (1973, private com munication) has found th a t Ax = 1.33 by fitting the skin-friction data from his numerical solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations with the scaling of the triple deck. The multiplicative constant in the second term of the drag equation is the result of the integration of the increased skin friction in the trailing edge region shown in figure 3. Introducing the Blasius value for A into (2.19), the drag on one side of the finite flat plate is given by .328 Re~$ +2 .694 (4.1) with the constant in the second term evaluated from the numerical integration of the skin friction along the plate (Xa < X <0), plu integral of the asymptotic expansion (2.11) valid from the numerical endpoint to minus infinity. Messiter (1970) obtained the approximate values of 1.58 from his assumed A(X) and 1.21 from his computed A{X) for this constant. His values are lower than the present result because of the smaller favourable pressure gradient acting over most of the plate in his computations.
The drag coefficients predicted from equation (4.1) are compared with the data of Dennis (1973, private communication) , Dennis & Chang (1969) and Dennis & Dunwoody (1966) in table 1. The present results are about 8% high at = 1 (e = 1), 2% high a t Re = 15 (e = 0.713), 3.6% low a t Re = 1000 (e = 0.422) and nearly exact a t Re = 10000 (e = 0.316) as compared with the numerical solutions of the ISTavier-Stokes equations. The accuracy of the two term formula for the drag was unexpected a t the lower Reynolds numbers, since the neglected third term is 0(Re~x) and the term retained is cedent, however. Lagerstrom & Cole (1955) found th a t a t = 2 the skin friction predicted by boundary layer theory plus the first correction agreed to within 1 % with the exact solution for the example of a cylinder expanding a t a parabolic rate. However, the neglected third term in their expansion differs from the second term by the inverse square root of the Reynolds number. This example prompted their comment, also reported by Van Dyke (1964) , th a t 'the first correction to boundary layer theory would predict the skin friction (in separationless flow) down to much lower Reynolds numbers than generally imagined, say Re = 10 or even 5. ' The data in table 1 and the following data are even more surprising, since the exponents in their expansion are much further separated than the exponents of the present expansion. The mean value of the error is 1.51 %, the root mean square error is 3.4 8 % and the maximum error is 7.51 %.
The very close agreement between the present results and the previous data indicates th a t the next higher order term of equation (4.1) is unexpectedly small. Im ai (1957) has shown th a t this term, due to the overall displacement effect of the boundary layer, is of 0(Re~x) and a term of this order also arise trailing edge region. Unfortunately, the numerical and experimental d ata reported in table 1 and figure 4 scatter about the present results and trends with Re~x cannot be discerned. A plausible explanation appears to be th a t the term of 0(Re~x) and other higher order term s resulting from the trailing edge region tend to cancel the 0{Re~x) term of Im ai (1957). The increase in skin friction is caused by the favourable pressure gradient induced on the plate by the wake. The pressure distribution on the plate and downstream in the wake is shown on figure 5 . The pressure gradient from Messiter's (1970) approximate analysis is apparently less favourable th an the present results the skin friction as evidenced by the close agreement of Aj, and their second order boundary layer results. In the wake the pressure results of Schneider & Denny (1971) reach a relatively high peak before rapidly diminishing to the freestream value while the present results smoothly approach the asymptotic freestream value.
The pressure distribution is generated by the displacement thickness of the lower deck, shown w ith Messiter's approximate solutions in figure 6 . Messiter (1970) assumed the form for A'(X) given by equation (3.2) with different cv per formed the H ilbert integral analytically, and then employed an integral sublayer method to arrive a t a computed A(X)which was compared to ascertain the adjustm ents required in the The method is similar to the pro cedure employed here to improve the initial input data. Messiter was able to obtain a computed A(X) th a t is in qualitative agreement with the assumed A(X). Both functions are displayed on figure 6 along with the present results which lie between Messiter's results on the plate and approximately follow his assumed in the wake.
In the upper deck, the pressure is related to the slope of the displacement thick ness by linear airfoil theory, i.e. the H ilbert integral, equation (2.7). Physically, A'(X) is the negative of the velocity normal to the plate a t the lower edge of the upper deck and is of 0(e2) (Stewartson 1969) . As shown in figure 7 , the vertical velocity is not discontinuous a t the trailing edge as it was in the original Goldstein (1930) solution. The maximum normal velocity occurs immediately aft of the trailing edge and a strong gradient exists a t the trailing edge. (1971) apparently lie between the one term Goldstein and the full Goldstein results a t = 1 corresponding to their second order boundary layer calculations which employ the true edge velocity as the boundary condition rather than matching to the main deck as in the asymptotic theory.
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C. E. Jobe and 0. R. Burggraf Expanding the previous streamwise scales and returning to the triple-deck co ordinates to permit visualization of the region near = 0 (figure 9) we see th a t the present results approach the behaviour predicted by equation (2.18) as the step size is halved. The sensitivity of the results to the step size on this scale is not surprising since Plotkin & Flugge-Lotz (1968) encountered the same phenomenon in their computations to obtain an improved first approximation to the solution in the trailing edge region a t high Reynolds numbers. I t should be noted th a t the second order term of equation (2.18) is very nearly equal to the first order term even for X = 0.05 and could easily account for much of the disagreement evident in figure 9 .
The upstream pressure results are less sensitive to step size than downstream because the boundary layer has not been directly notified th a t the skin friction has vanished. For this reason the pressure a t the trailing edge P0 has been evaluated from the limit as X0 from the left. We have now discussed the numerical data for the three functions A(X), P(X) and U{X, 0), together with the predicted asymptotic behaviour near = 0. The asymptotic expansions for large X of these three functions each contain the arbitrary constant bx, which m ust be determined from the numerical The satisfaction of the asym ptotic boundary conditions is of major importance in assessing the accuracy of the numerical procedure. The present results all approach the predicted asymptotic behaviour for \X ->oo;ho serve as a more stringent test of the accuracy of the numerical procedure. Here the asym ptotic expansions were numerically fitted to the numerical d ata to simul taneously determine the second order constant and provide a measure of the numerical matching of the data and the expansions. By substituting the computed values of P(X), A(X), and U (X,0) , the values of are found for which each Solution of the asymptotic equations of trailing edge flow 109 Figure 10 . A com parison of th e low er deck a n d th e G oldstein w ake-velocity p ro file s.------, P re se n t resu lts; -, G oldstein (1930) .
function fits to second order the asymptotic behaviour predicted by equations (2.9), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14). A nominal value of -0.275 has been obtained for from the various sets of data with an'estim ated accuracy of ± 10 %. The complete study leading to the final numerical procedure and the above value of is given by Jobe (1973) . The functions A(X) and U(X, 0) agree with the indicated terms of the asymptotic expansions to within 0.5 % while the pressure results are less accurate. The constant bx corresponds to an origin shift in X. The origin shift is evident when the present velocity profiles are compared with the first order Goldstein wake-velocity profiles for large X (figure 10). The present velocity profiles are uniformly translated upstream since bx is negative. As X increases the magnitude of the shift properly diminishes. The origin shift is also evident when the pressure and displacement functions are compared with the one-term asymptotic expansions as shown on figures 5 and 6.
A comprehensive overview of the behaviour of the inner-layer solution is given by figure 11, which shows perturbation velocity profiles a t sample X-stations. The inviscid nature of the outer flow is evident in the near-uniform displacement of the profiles for large Z, while viscous effects for small Z are rapid change of slope there. The uneven spacing of the selected X -stations for X > 0 reflects the X i growth of the velocity immediately downstream of the trailing edge.
The present numerical results are summarized in figure 12 . predicted by Stewartson (1969) and Messiter (1970) , the pressure gradient is favourable up to the trailing edge, steeply adverse immediately aft of the trailing edge, and again favourable downstream of the pressure overshoot. The skin friction continuously increases from the Blasius value to AAX , its value a t the trailing edge. The displacement function A(X) also continuously increases from its upstream value on the plate through the trailing edge region and downstream to the Goldstein wake.
